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A B S T R A C T

Satellite Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is an operational tool for monitoring and assessment of oil spills.
Satellite SAR has primarily been used to detect the presence/absence of oil, yet its ability to discriminate oil
emulsions within a detected oil slick has not been fully exploited. Additionally, one of the challenges in the past
has been the ability to deliver strategic information derived from satellite remote sensing in a timely fashion to
responders in the field. This study presents methods for the rapid classification of oil types and estimated
thicknesses, from which information about thick oil and oil emulsions (i.e., “actionable” oil) can be delivered in
an operational timeframe to responders in the field. Experiments carried out at the OHMSETT test facility in New
Jersey demonstrate that under specific viewing conditions, a single polarization satellite SAR image can record a
signal variance between thick stable emulsions and non-emulsified oil. During a series of field campaigns in the
Gulf of Mexico with in situ measurements of oil thickness, multiple satellite data were obtained including fully
polarimetric C-band SAR imagery from RADARSAT-2 and multispectral imagery from ASTER and WorldView-2.
One campaign included the airborne polarimetric UAVSAR L-band sensor. An oil/emulsion thickness classifi-
cation product was generated based on RADARSAT-2 polarimetric imagery using entropy and the damping ratio
derivations. Herein, we present the classification methods to generate oil thickness products from SAR, validated
by sea-truth observations, the multispectral imagery, and the UAVSAR data. We tested the ability to deliver these
products with minimum latency to responding vessels via NOAA. During field operations in the Gulf of Mexico, a
satellite SAR-based product of oil delineation by relative thickness was delivered to a responding vessel 42 min
after the RADARSAT-2 data acquisition. This proof-of-concept test using satellite SAR and multispectral imagery
to detect emulsions and deliver a derived information product to a vessel in near-real-time points directly to
methods for satellite-based assets to be used in the near future for oil spill tactical response operations.

1. Introduction

Rapid detection of floating oil from a spill or leak on the ocean
surface is crucial for emergency response to accidental oil discharges,
particularly when thick layers have formed Streett, 2011. Although
detection of oil in the form of a slick on the ocean surface based on a
variety of remote sensing techniques is well understood under most
conditions, estimation of the thickness of oil layers is technically

challenging because it requires verification via in situ measurements at
the spill site Garcia-Pineda et al., 2013. Because it is not always prac-
tical, safe, or affordable to conduct extensive in situ measurements in
the aftermath of a spill, assessments rely heavily on remote sensing data
analysis. Relevant remote-sensing techniques comprise optical,
thermal, and radar sensors deployed on aircraft and satellites Leifer
et al., 2012. Data from the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) are the most
often used remote sensing technique to detect oil slicks and their extent
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Garcia-Pineda et al., 2012. Many studies using multiple sensors have
been done to understand the capacity of different technologies for de-
tection of oil properties in addition to extent, including oil emulsions
Khanna et al., 2013; Leifer et al., 2012; Minchew et al., 2012; Ramsey
et al., 2011; Svejkovsky et al., 2012. Furthermore, detection of oil
thickness classes using satellite remote sensing, particularly SAR, has
not been broadly explored Fingas, 2018. There are a few studies
Minchew et al. (2012); Garcia-Pineda et al. (2013); MacDonald et al.
(2015); Jones and Holt (2018) where SAR was used to isolate pixels
containing possibly thick oil emulsion, yet the results lack validation
due to a limited number of concurrent direct observations. Clark et al.
(2010) developed a method for quantitative mapping of oil thickness
based on the aerial sensor Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectro-
meter (AVIRIS). Svejkovsky et al. (2016) characterized oil thickness
distribution patterns from optical satellites by comparing them with an
aerial multispectral instrument. Minchew et al. (2012) showed a
method that uses dual polarimetric imagery from the aerial sensor
Uninhabited Aerial Vehicle Synthetic Aperture Radar (UAVSAR) to
characterize emulsification by the volumetric fraction of oil. This
method was further developed by Jones and Holt (2018) using different
damping ratios to determine relative oil thickness within a slick. Si-
milarly, an experiment in 2015 by Angelliaume et al. (2017) with air-
borne multifrequency radar was carried out to detect and characterize
chemicals at sea. However, to date, satellite quad-polarimetric SAR has
not been used to characterize oil thickness, although the relative merits
of single, dual and quad polarimetric data and linear vs. circular po-
larization have been studied in controlled release experiments Espeseth
et al., 2017.

The objective of this study is to demonstrate the capability of po-
larimetric SAR sensors in detecting thick oil and emulsions, comparing
results from aerial L-Band (UAVSAR) with satellite C-Band (RADAR-
SAT-2). UAVSAR is used for validation because of the sensor's low noise
floor. The study used synoptic remote sensing datasets from optical,
multispectral, and in situ direct observations coincident in time with
the SAR data collections. This has been done through both oil spill
experiments in a controlled environment at the National Oil Spill
Response Research and Renewable Energy Test Facility (OHMSETT, in
New Jersey) and at the University of South Florida (USF) optics lab, and

in a series of field experiments around the MC20 oil lease block in the
northern Gulf of Mexico, near the Mississippi Delta (Fig. 1). All of the
acquired data (in situ, airborne and satellite) were combined for cross
comparison and validation of the SAR classification results. This is the
first demonstration of the capability of polarimetric RADARSAT-2
imagery for the detection of thick oil and emulsions. The study's in-
novation is that classified oil thickness products were delivered to a
responding vessel in near-real-time. The methodology presented in this
study will enable important future applications for using satellite ima-
gery not only for the characterization and assessment of the spill, but
also as a tactical tool for response operations.

During an oil spill, the detection of different oil thicknesses is im-
portant because this information is used to inform response operations
Streett, 2011. The term ‘actionable oil’ refers to those areas of the spill
that pose the greatest threat to the environment and that can be ef-
fectively remediated through application of dispersants or use of
skimmers, in situ burning, or containment structures Balsley et al.,
2016; Zukunft, 2010. Therefore, a clear understanding of the capability
of each of the available operational sensors to detect actionable oil is
crucial for decision makers to strategically direct response operations.
Moreover, oil spill thickness information can be used to support fate
and transport determinations, and to assess exposure and potential in-
juries to marine resources resulting from the release.

Satellite remote sensing provides greater spatial coverage and is
more cost effective than airborne systems, providing extensive over-
view coverage of the affected areas, and in the absence of onboard
processing on the aircraft, satellite data can nominally be processed
more rapidly. Satellite SAR is commonly used for monitoring oil spills
under operational scenarios Caruso et al., 2013; Garcia-Pineda et al.,
2012; Garcia-Pineda et al., 2017; Shirvany et al., 2012, and optical
satellite imagery provides an important complement to fill spatial and
temporal gaps for a more complete coverage of an oil spill Hu et al.,
2009; Sun et al., 2016; Wettle et al., 2009. No single satellite sensor is
able to provide all the information needed for effective oil spill response
management as each comes with its own advantages and disadvantages
Streett, 2011. There is always a tradeoff when selecting one or another
sensor for monitoring an oil spill. For example, although SAR can ac-
quire imagery under all-weather conditions and at night, optical-

Fig. 1. Study site in the Gulf of Mexico (20 km southeast from the Louisiana Peninsula).
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multispectral sensors provide improved discrimination over SAR be-
tween hydrocarbon types and other look-alike surfactants Garcia-
Pineda et al., 2017. Ultimately, though, in the case of an emergency,
any sensor available is likely to be used. Therefore, it is crucial to un-
derstand the capabilities and the limitations of the available sensors and
platforms to detect and characterize oil, emulsions, and their thickness.

Currently, the most common way to estimate the thickness of an oil
spill is through visual evaluation of the characteristics of the floating oil
Wettle et al., 2009; Bonn Agreement, 2012. Crude oil and fuels spilled
at sea undergo multiple physical processes that alter the composition of
the oil, its thickness, and therefore its appearance NOAA, 2013. When
crude oil reaches the surface of the ocean, it reacts dynamically with
biological, physical, and chemical processes Fingas and Fieldhouse,
2012. Altogether, these processes are known as “weathering” of the oil
and include spreading, evaporation, dissolution, dispersion, photo-
chemical oxidation, emulsification, sinking, biodegradation, adsorption
to suspended matter, and deposition on to the seafloor NRC, 2003; May
et al., 2008; Garcia-Pineda et al., 2013.

The main factor that determines the thickness of an oil spill is the
amount of oil and the rate of its discharge on the ocean surface.
Generally, following initial surfacing, as the oil spreads and the initial
thickness reduces, crude oil changes in appearance from the black or
dark brown coloration of thick crude oil to iridescent and silver sheen in
the thin layers at the edges of the slick (Fig. 2). If those sheens then
converge and weathering occurs, the thickness of the oil can increase
and the oil develops into a thicker emulsion that is created through a
combination of wave action, photooxidation, and evaporation. Sheens
consist of very thin films that are distinguishable because of the vis-
coelastic properties of the oil that retain surface tension on the water
Herbst et al., 2016. The sheen forms a surface that reflects light and can
appear to be relatively brighter than the clean water surface depending
on the viewing angle between the observer and the ambient light source
Gade et al., 1998; Wettle et al., 2009.

In 2004, the Bonn Agreement Oil Appearance Code was adopted as
a standard method to assess the volume of oil on water Bonn
Agreement, 2012. According to the code, the oil thickness is classified
into several classes: sheens (silver/gray), rainbow, metallic, dis-
continuous true oil color, and continuous true oil color. In 2016, NOAA
and the U.S. Coast Guard released the Open Water Oil Identification Job
Aid for Aerial Observation (NOAA-CODE) to describe oil slicks. This Job
Aid is designed to describe oil slicks appearance for spill response op-
erations NOAA, 2016. For illustration purposes, an aerial photograph
collected over the MC20 area of leaked oil on MDA, 2016 is shown in
Fig. 2. We refer to NOAA-CODE for the discussion of oil thicknesses,

following the nomenclature for the appearance of layers of increasing
thickness:

S) Sheen, a light layer of floating oil of silver aspect (almost
transparent) that can normally be observed from an oblique angle;

R) Rainbow Sheen, a slightly thicker sheen layer that reflects
colors;

M) Metallic, the next distinct oil color, thicker than rainbow, that
tends to reflect the color of the sky, but with some element of oil color,
often between a light gray and a dull brown;

T) Transitional Dark (or True) color, an oil-on-water layer thick-
ness that tends to reflect a transitional dark or true oil color; and.

D) Dark (or True) Color, represents a continuous true oil color (i.e.,
its natural color), commonly occurring at thicknesses of at least hun-
dreds of micrometers.

With the objective of testing whether SAR can discern between oil
emulsions and crude oil, our hypothesis was that emulsions have higher
electrical conductivity (absolute permittivity) due to the inclusion of
seawater, possibly display volumetric scattering due to inclusions, and
have altered the surface texture, all of which cause a difference between
the SAR backscatter from thick patches of floating emulsions relative to
that from sheen, i.e., from thin layer of non-emulsified oil or from thick
patches of pure crude oil (non-emulsified). We tested this hypothesis in
both lab and field settings. Although RADARSAT-2 and UAVSAR have
been used independently to develop methods of detection of oil emul-
sions, this is the first time that these two SAR instruments are used
synoptically and in parallel with in situ observations and with both
optical and multispectral remote sensing platforms.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Remote sensing

Scattering from the ocean surface at incidence angles larger than
about 20° is predominantly due to Bragg scattering from capillary
waves and short gravity waves Valenzuela, 1978. Oil spill detection
using C-band (5.3 GHz) and L-band (1.2 GHz) radar and SAR data has
been demonstrated and validated with field observations Alpers and
Hühnerfuss, 1988; Gade et al., 1998; Caruso et al., 2013; Garcia-Pineda
et al., 2012; Jones and Holt, 2018; MacDonald et al., 2015. These
studies suggest a range of incidence angles, wind speeds, and polar-
izations that are optimal for oil slick detection based on the specifics of
a particular slick. Two of the three key parameters that define ocean-
surface backscatter are wind speed and SAR incidence angle, with the
backscatter increasing with increasing wind speed and decreasing with
increasing incidence angle. The detection of oil is enhanced at small
incidence angles and for wind speeds roughly between 3 m/s and 12 m/
s Gade et al., 1998; Espedal and Wahl, 1999: Herbst et al., 2016; May
et al., 2008; Wettle et al., 2009. When wind speeds are low, the ocean
surface is smooth, and hence the backscatter is similar to the back-
scatter from the overlying oil. When wind speeds strengthen, the open
ocean backscatter increases relatively to the reduced backscatter within
the oil slick. At high wind speeds, the oil is mixed into the upper layer of
the ocean by the wind resulting in increased surface roughness, redu-
cing detectability of the oil slick. Therefore, oil detection is optimal at
moderate wind speeds, but can be problematic at low and high wind
speeds.

A third parameter that influences SAR oil detectability is the po-
larization mode of the radar. Most SARs have the capability to transmit
and receive microwaves polarized in the horizontal (H) or vertical (V)
direction: HH means transmit/receive H polarization microwaves, VV
means transmit/receive V, and HV means transmit H and receive V. The
VV co-polarization state shows stronger backscatter from the ocean
surface than HH polarization. Cross-polarized radar returns (HV or VH)
from the ocean surface are inherently lower relative to returns from
terrestrial targets or hard targets on the ocean surface such as ships
MDA, 2016. Dual polarization data (e.g., VV + VH and VV + HH) are

Fig. 2. Aerial photo of oil leakage around the MC20 lease block collected on
May 8, 2016, during a Gulf of Mexico Research Initiative research cruise. The
location of the research vessel was 28.94N and 88.97W. Photo credit: B.
Schumaker.
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often acquired and analyzed to support oil spill response. Cross-polar-
ization data (e.g., VH or HV) are used to detect ocean-surface targets,
such as ships and offshore platforms. However, using cross-polarized
(VH or HV) SAR data has limited applicability for slick characterization,
largely because the cross-polarized channel is likely dominated by in-
strument noise especially over the ocean, particularly for satellite SARs
MDA, 2015.

For this study, we used RADARSAT-2 fine quad polarized mode,
which has a nominal ground-range resolution of 10 m and a swath
width between 25 km and 50 km. In contrast to the RADARSAT-2 dual
polarized modes, the RADARSAT-2 quad polarized modes provide four
channels (HH + HV + VH + VV) of phase-preserved amplitude data.
The combination of the amplitude and the phase data provides the
highest level of polarimetric information that can be obtained from
spaceborne SAR. Although this could potentially contribute to better
sheen-emulsion discrimination, a number of studies have shown the
VV-intensity channel alone or the combined dual co-polarized channels
(VV and HH) are as good or better at differentiating zones of different
oil within a slick Minchew et al., 2012; Skrunes et al., 2014; Espeseth
et al., 2017; Jones and Holt, 2018; Angelliaume et al., 2018 possibly
because of noise contamination of the cross-polarized (HV, VH) data.

During the MC20 campaign in November 2016, the airborne
UAVSAR was flown over the site in conjunction with in situ measure-
ments and satellite acquisitions. This instrument operates in L-band
(1.2575 GHz), is fully polarimetric, and provides imagery with resolu-
tions of 1.7 m in slant range and 0.8 m in the along-track direction.
Typical products are generated with averaging to ~7-m spatial re-
solution. The swath width is ~22 km, obtained over an incidence angle
range from ~22° to ~67°. For this field campaign, the UAVSAR was
flown in three flights on two days acquiring repeating scenes approxi-
mately 20 min apart over a 3–3.5 h period. The first set of data was
acquired November 15, 2016, and two time series were obtained on
November 17, 2016, one in the morning and the other in the afternoon,
in local time. Imagery from UAVSAR has been examined over oil slicks
in numerous studies, examining the use of multiple polarizations for
characterization of oil properties related to thickness and volumetric
concentration (e.g., Minchew et al., 2012; Angelliaume et al., 2018;
Espeseth et al., 2017; Jones and Holt, 2018).

A key attribute of quad-polarized data that is especially important
for oil slick characterization is the radar noise floor, typically quantified
as the Noise Equivalent Sigma Zero (NESZ). The quad-polarized modes
have the lowest NESZ of all the RADARSAT-2 imaging modes. Although
the NESZ varies as a function of incidence angle, for the range of in-
cidence angles that are commonly used for oil slick studies (~20–36°),
the NESZ has a nominal value of −35 dB MDA, 2016. Analysis of the
backscatter from the ocean surface and oil using RADARSAT-2 quad
polarized data indicated that up to incidence angles of approximately
36°, the co-polarized returns were typically > 5 dB above the noise
floor, but the cross polarized returns were close to the nominal −35 dB
noise floor and therefore noise limited MDA, 2015. A signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of > 3 dB–5 dB is usually sufficient to ensure a noise-free
signal for many applications Touzi, 2007, although this value has been
shown to be higher for oil spills and dependent upon the polarimetric
parameter used to discriminate between thickness or emulsification
Angelliaume et al., 2018. The UAVSAR has a NESZ value that has a
minimum of −48 dB across the range of imaging incidence angles,
levels sufficiently low that have been found to not impact the radar
returns over low backscatter ocean areas, including oil-contaminated
ocean surfaces (e.g., Minchew et al., 2012; Angelliaume et al., 2018;
Espeseth et al., 2017; Jones and Holt, 2018).

SAR analysis methods
Two of the target decomposition algorithms for quad polarized SAR

data that have been used for oil slick characterization are the Cloude-
Pottier decomposition Cloude and Pottier, 1996 and the Touzi algo-
rithm Touzi, 2007. Both of these algorithms require quad-polarized

data that have been processed to the Single Look Complex (SLC) format,
for which no averaging (multi-looking) has been done and in which the
data retain real and imaginary components. In previous studies Cloude
and Pottier, 1996; Skrunes et al., 2014; Touzi, 2007, the Touzi scat-
tering phase (φαS) derived from the Touzi decomposition showed dis-
crimination between crude oil and emulsion from biogenic, emulsified
oil, and the ocean. As aforementioned, when τ ≈ 0, the Touzi φαS and
the co-polarized phase difference (CPD) are essentially the same. The
degree of correlation between the co-polarized components can be
measured by the standard deviation of the CPD. As noted by Schuler
et al. (1993), the CPD is small for Bragg scattering from a slightly rough
ocean, but the distribution of the CPD will broaden when there are a
number of different scattering processes or when instrument noise is
misinterpreted as a secondary or tertiary scattering mechanism Alpers
et al., 2017.

The Cloude-Pottier decomposition Cloude and Pottier, 1996, which
describes the properties of a partially coherent scatterer, is based on an
eigenvalue decomposition of the coherency matrix. Although the al-
gorithm can be applied to the 4 × 4 coherency matrix, it is common to
invoke reciprocity by setting the cross-polarized terms equal to one
another (e.g., HV = VH) and to work with the 3 × 3 symmetric co-
herency matrix.

The algorithm can be used to generate four parameters: Entropy,
Anisotropy, α-, and β-angle Cloude and Pottier, 1996. The entropy
(0 ≤ H ≤ 1) provides a measure of relative strength of different scat-
tering mechanisms contributing to the backscatter from a given target.
Entropy goes to 1 when the EM wave is depolarized (like noisy data).
Entropy H is defined from the logarithmic sum of eigenvalues of the
3 × 3 averaged coherency matrix [T]i,

=
=

=

H P Plog ( )
i

i

i i
1

3

3

where Pi are the probabilities obtained from the eigenvalues, i of [T]i,
with
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=
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The averaged coherency matrix [T]I can be estimated with the Pauli
vector k

= +k S S S S S1
2

[ , , 2 ]HH VV HH VV HV
T

where T represents the matrix transpose operation, and SHH, SVV, and
SHV are complex elements of the quad-polarization SAR scattering
matrix.

In the same manner as the Cloude-Pottier decomposition, the Touzi
decomposition Touzi, 2007 is based on the incoherent characteristics of
the coherency matrix. The Cloude-Pottier and the Touzi algorithms
both divide the coherency matrix into an incoherent sum of three (with
reciprocity) coherency matrices [T]i weighted by an eigenvalue. Unlike
the Cloude-Pottier decomposition, which characterizes the scattering
type by the real parameter α, the Touzi decomposition uses the mag-
nitude (αs) and the phase (φαS) of the complex scattering type. Each
coherent scatterer can be represented by a coherent scattering model
that is uniquely characterized by five independent parameters (when
the absolute phase is ignored): αs, φαS, ψ, τm, and m, where αs is the
scattering type magnitude, φαS is the Touzi scattering phase, ψ is the
orientation angle, τm is the helicity, and m is maximum return.

When a target is symmetric, i.e., the target has an axis of symmetry
in a plane orthogonal to the radar line-of-sight, the target helicity (τ) is
equal to zero, and the Cloude-Pottier and the Touzi decomposition
provide the same information. For example, when the target is sym-
metric, the Cloude-Pottier α and the Touzi αs are the same, and the φαS

and the CPD are also the same.
Both the Cloude-Potter and the Touzi algorithms can be used to
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generate numerous polarimetric parameters. To date, however, most of
the work on oil slick characterization has focused on the Cloude-Pottier
entropy and the Touzi scattering type magnitude and scattering phase,
largely driven by the somewhat intuitive physical interpretation of
these parameters.

Another analysis method examined in this study is the use of the
damping ratio, which requires only one polarization (VV used in this
case). The damping ratio is the contrast between VV-intensity return in
unslicked and slicked water (VVocean/VV). In clean water, the
damping ratio is 1; in the slick, for which the backscatter is reduced, the

damping ratio is > 1. The damping ratio has been effectively used for
decades, reduces the need for multipolarization systems, and reduces
the incidence angle dependence (e.g., Gade et al., 1998; Minchew et al.,
2012). It has been shown that when using a low-noise SAR system, the
damping ratio has provided useful information on the detection of
emulsions, separation of thin from thick oil, and the oil:water volu-
metric fraction (Minchew et al., 2012; Minchew et al., 2012; Garcia-
Pineda et al., 2013; Jones and Holt, 2018). Using this method, areas of
ocean only and slick only are selected from the same incidence angle
range, covering as much of the entire image as possible. This method

Fig. 3. Sequence of satellite SAR and WorldView images collected over the OHMSETT tank. Spatial resolution for RADARSAT-2 (RST2) is approximately 1 m,
TerraSAR-X (TSX1) is approximately 80 cm, and WorldView 2–3 (WV2-WV3) is 1 m.

Table 1
Summary of events during experiments at OHMSETT. July 14–22, 2016. Oil used on this experiment was HOOPS which has similar physical properties (viscosity) to
the oil from the MC20 site.

Date Satellite Image Tank/Oil Conditions

14-Jul Initial Oil Release 1.51 m3 (400 Gallons) of crude Hoover Offshore Oil Pipeline System (HOOPS) Oil
15-Jul Tests of UAS and thickness measurements collections
16-Jul RADARSAT-2 First Images of crude oil on tank, thicknesses range from thin sheen to thick crude layer (several millimeters)

WorldView-2
17-Jul WorldView-3 Oil being churned by wave action starting the emulsification process
18-Jul TerraSAR-X X-Band image collected at 39° incident angle. Unstable emulsion
19-Jul RADARSAT-2 Emulsions formed and C-Band image collected at an incident angle of 41⁰.

WorldView-2 Image collected during wave action with stable emulsions formed.
21-Jul TerraSAR-X X-Band image collected at 21° incident angle with stable emulsions
22-Jul RADARSAT-2 Stable emulsions formed and C-Band image collected at an incident angle of 38⁰.

WorldView-3 Wave action forms compaction ridges in emulsion plumes
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was applied to both UAVSAR and RADARSAT-2, as shown below.
The third method applied is to identify the oil extent. Actionable oil

is thick or emulsified and can be contained, dispersed, burned, or re-
covered. Non-actionable oil is thin and sheen-like and cannot be as
effectively cleaned up during spill response. During the Deepwater
Horizon (DWH) oil spill incident, we observed that large accumulations
of thick oil could generate a particular detectable signature on the SAR
single polarization imagery Garcia-Pineda et al., 2017; Garcia-Pineda
et al., 2013, Jones et al., 2011. However, this type of detection required
a confirmation from another source (i.e., aerial observer or synoptic
satellite imagery in visible range) to validate the observed feature as
thick oil. This was the foundation for the development of the Oil
Emulsion Detection Algorithm (OEDA) using single polarization ima-
gery collected during the DWH Garcia-Pineda et al., 2013. This image
processing routine uses the extent of the oil delineated by the Textural
Classification Neural Network Algorithm (TCNNA) Garcia-Pineda et al.,

2009, and then it identifies features inside the oil footprint that could
be associated with thick patches of oil. This routine is limited to two key
factors: the main requirement is to have a large accumulation of heavy
thick oil emulsions, and second, the verification by a complementary
source to avoid false positive signatures created by other floating fea-
tures (i.e., sargassum or convergence zones gathering suspended ma-
terials like foams or pollutants).

2.2. In situ oil thickness measurements

In addition to the assessment of the thickness based on its aspect or
visual appearance (according to the NOAA-CODE), we used three dif-
ferent techniques for measuring oil thickness during the experiments at
OHMSETT, at the USF Optics Labs, and during the field campaigns at
MC20 : 1) absorbent pads, which were suitable for thin oils up to a few
hundred micrometers thick; 2) dip plates, whose performance depends

Fig. 4. Subscene of the RADARSAT-2 fine quad-polarized image acquired on April 25, 2017 (11:07 UTC), showing the spatial extent of the oil slick around the MC20
block (Taylor site) for VV (top left), VH (top right), HV (bottom left), and HH (bottom right). The dark region on this image is from the Taylor slick (Fig. 1) and has a
mean backscatter of −17.4 dB for VV and −34.8 dB for VH. Note the much stronger backscatter for VV versus VH.
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on the level of emulsification; and 3) the automated Water Mapping Oil
Thickness Sampler (WM-OTS), which was demonstrated to measure oil
thicknesses from 5 μm up to several centimeters. We will focus our
analysis on the results obtained using the WM-OTS, because of its
consistency and broader range of operation.

The WM-OTS consists of a mechanical device that uses a glass tube
of 4.13 cm diameter that collects, insofar as possible, an undisturbed
depth profile of the floating surface oil. This is accomplished as follows:
The tube is suspended on a floating mount that holds both the tube and
a mechanism that caps the tube from both ends after the oil/water
sample is inside the tube. Before the sample collection, the tube is

treated with an olephobic coating that allows the oil to enter the tube
freely, without sticking to the walls. Once the tube is placed into the
water on which floats a layer of oil, a floating sensor triggers a servo
motor that caps the tube from under and above the water line. After the
sample is collected, the exterior of the tube is cleaned and the tube is
prepared for thickness measurement. The thickness of the oil (and its
volume) is measured with high-resolution digital photography and by
extracting the oil/water sample with toluene (also called methylben-
zene), which separates the oil from the water. Oil thickness measure-
ments in the lab (OHMSETT and USF) ranged from 5 μm to 2 cm. Oil
thickness measurements in the field at the MC20 site ranged from
20 μm to 400 μm.

2.3. Lab testing – OHMSETT and remote sensing

A series of experiments were conducted at the OHMSETT facilities.
The OHMSETT above-ground concrete test-tank is one of the largest of
its kind, measuring 203 m long by 20 m wide by 3.4 m deep. The tank is
filled with almost 10,000 m3 of clear saltwater and includes equipment

for generating waves. During our tests at OHMSETT, we released
1.51 m3 of crude oil in the tank, and then subjected the oil to a
weathering process with the aid of the wave generator. This weath-
ering/emulsification process lasted 8 days of semi-continuous wave
action. The main objective of these experiments was to evaluate dif-
ferent methods to directly measure a range of oil thicknesses in syn-
chronicity with a series of remote sensing platforms. During the
OHMSETT stage of the project, with the support of MDA, NOAA-
National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service
(NESDIS), and Airbus, we obtained five ultrahigh-resolution single
polarization SAR images (RADARSAT-2 and TerraSAR-X) and four high-
resolution multispectral satellite images (WorldView-2/3) as shown in
Fig. 3. A summary of the satellite imagery and the experiments is shown
on Table 1.

Fig. 5. Aerial UAS view of the oil and the sampling vessel, taken at the same
time (April 25, 2017, at 11:07 UTC) as the RADARSAT-2 image shown on Fig. 4.
Thick oil emulsions are observed as the brownish patches to the right of the
sampling vessel, located at 28.93N and 88.96W.

Fig. 6. Left: UAS capture of the tank on July 21, 2016. Right: SAR (TerraSAR-X) capture of the tank 14 min before the UAS view. At the time of the SAR image, the
moving bridge on tank (left top portion of the UAS photo) was moved away from the oil area to avoid interference with the SAR signal.1 The thick emulsions are
captured by the SAR image as brighter pixels than the surrounding water (inside the yellow outlines). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5JRJw_xmTcQ.
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The WorldView-2 image collected on July 19 was the only one from
the nine images collected shown on Fig. 3 that capture generated
waves. The wave generator was intentionally turned off during the
other image acquisitions to avoid interference from the fetch of the
waves. The July 19 image shows that oil is more difficult to identify
when waves are present. In all other cases, there were no waves or other
forms of turbulence in the tank.

2.4. Field measurements and remote sensing during campaigns at the MC20
site

A number of research cruises were conducted at the recurring oil
leakage site located around MC20 through the support of Gulf of
Mexico Research Initiative and NOAA. During each of the field cam-
paigns, we used Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) aerial footage as a
tactical tool for navigation and for qualitative identification of oil
thickness and obtained oil thickness measurements.

In order to test microwave SAR's capability of detecting oil emul-
sions in the field, we used RADARSAT-2 in both campaigns and
UAVSAR (only during the November 2016 campaign), as both have the
capability to acquire quad-polarized data. Fig. 4 shows a subscene of a
RADARSAT-2 fine quad-polarized image (VV and VH) acquired over the
MC20 lease block and surrounding area of surface oil on April 25, 2017.
Due to stronger scattering from the VV polarized image, the VV image is
considerably brighter than the VH image. The mean backscatter for the
slick around the MC20 site (dark region in image) was −17.4 dB for
VV, −18.1 dB for HH, and −34.8 dB for VH. Both VV and HH are well
above the nominal −35 dB noise floor, but the VH (and HV) was es-
sentially at the noise floor, so the cross-polarization channel is not
useable to extract quantitative information about the surface char-
acteristics for oil slicks. For comparison, the backscatter for the offshore
platform (bright return in the right-hand side) had a mean value of
approximately 1 dB for VV and approximately −5 dB for VH. The wind
conditions were 6 m/s to the southeast and the slick is detected at an
incident angle of 31°.

The RADARSAT-2 image shown in Fig. 4 was acquired and pro-
cessed by MDA Corporation in near-real-time and was delivered by
email to the sampling vessel 42 min after collection. Fig. 5 shows the
surface conditions imaged from the UAS in real time at the moment
when the responders on the scene received the RADARSAT-2 image.

Fig. 7. A) View from the side of the OHMSETT tank captured on July 21, 2016
(day 8 after a period of active wave-driven emulsification). B) Reflectance
spectra of OHMSETT emulsions. Dashed lines in the spectra indicate wave-
length ranges with strong atmospheric absorptions that attenuate light reaching
the surface. Data collected using an ASD FS spectrometer relative to a
Spectralon® calibration plate corrected to absolute reflectance.

Fig. 8. Entropy from the quad-polarized RADARSAT-2 image acquired with synoptic direct observations collected on April 25, 2017.
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3. Results

During the experiments at OHMSETT, the emulsification process
was captured on the WorldView images (Fig. 3, bottom row). Images
collected on July 16–17 show the recently released dark black crude oil.
The image collected by WorldView-2 on July 19 was captured while the
wave generator was on, and finally, the WorldView-3 image collected
on July 22 shows the red-brownish weathered oil. For SAR (Fig. 3, top
row), the sequence of images collected during the experiment helped to
confirm the incident viewing angles in which oil and emulsions can be
observed. Stable emulsions eventually formed inside the tank on July
21. The SAR image collected by TerraSAR-X on the same day is shown
in higher detail in Fig. 6. Based on our knowledge of the location of the
emulsions inside the tank, we looked for pixel value changes in the SAR
image that might correspond to the emulsions. Higher backscatter in
the area inside the tank matched the location of the emulsions at the
time of the SAR image compared to the areas with thin sheen water on
either side of the emulsified oil. The difference in the emulsification
level throughout the days of the experiment was also confirmed with in
situ radiometric measurements collected at the time of the satellite
imagery. The emulsion produced a higher backscatter (brighter pixels)
than the surrounding water as seen inside the yellow outline in the tank
on Fig. 6.

The portion of the tank that was imaged by TerraSAR-X was covered
by 13 pixels in width and 96 pixels in length of the tank. The area of the
emulsions inside the yellow outline was 104 pixels total. In this case,
the process that created these emulsions is driven mainly by weathering
through photooxidation (degradation process created by light and
oxygen) and wind-induced mixing, with the turbulence produced by the
wave action on the tank helping to facilitate the generation of stable
emulsions2. At the time the TerraSAR-X image was acquired, the waves
were turned off and the tank was calm. The thick patch of oil emulsion

(ranged from 200 μm up to 8 mm) was surrounded by a very thin sheen
of oil (at the level of the noise floor of the SAR data) and the backscatter
produced by the emulsions was clearly greater. This is likely because
the water surface was very still and the emulsion surface was slightly
rougher than the sheen surface (photo, Fig. 7A), also due to con-
structive interference from scattering between the oil-air interface and
the oil-water interface. It is important to point out that TerraSAR-X has
an NESZ of −19 dB ± 3 dB. The TerraSAR-X was obtained at an op-
timal incidence angle for detection of floating oil (21 deg -Table 1).
Based on the X-band backscatter from oil, there were a few dB at best
above the NESZ for the July 18 image and maybe 3–5 dB above the
NESZ for the July 21 image. We believe the increase in backscatter of
the emulsified oil area from July 18 to July 21 is likely due to two
conditions: reduction in SAR ocean backscatter with increasing in-
cidence angle and the advanced state of the emulsified oil due to
weathering (see below). The boundary between the emulsified oil and
the oil sheen is identified by the yellow lines based on visual observa-
tions and confirmed by the UAS imagery. The slight difference in the
shape of the emulsion is due to the time difference between SAR and
UAS snapshots as floating oil moves constantly. In comparison to the
SAR image, the spectral difference (in the visible range) between the
sheens and emulsions is quite clear, therefore it is easier to identify the
location of the emulsions on the aerial UAS image.

The emulsification can be easily observed in the visual imagery due
to its reflectance properties. The reflectance of an emulsion is a function
of its water content (i.e., oil/water ratio), thickness, and fractional
coverage within a pixel Clark et al., 2010. Emulsion sample oil/water
ratios were periodically measured using mechanical and spectral tech-
niques. The mechanical method involved separating water from oil by
adding toluene in the emulsion and placing this mixture in a high-speed
centrifuge for several minutes and volumetrically measuring each se-
parated phase. The spectral method involved comparing continuum-
removed 1.2, 1.7, and 2.3 μm C–H absorption features in reflectance
spectra as described by Clark et al. (2010). The water content of the
emulsion varied between 80% to 90% by volume based on the

Fig. 9. Upper left: VV polarized intensity of the RADARSAT-2. Bottom left: Entropy from RADARSAT-2 that has been delineated by the TCNNA algorithm Garcia-
Pineda et al., 2009. Upper right: a product from the UAVSAR system, the VV-intensity contrast (damping ratio), which is the ratio of the VV intensity of clean or
unoiled water at the same incidence angle to the measured VV intensity, a parameter that reduces the incidence-angle dependence of the backscattered power.
Bottom right: a product of the RADARSAT-2 damping ratio. The RADARSAT-2 image was collected on November 17, 2016, at 23:48 UTC while UAVSAR data were
collected 2 min later at 23:50 UTC.

2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-8hPzfAZSUA.
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mechanical method and 70%–80% by weight based on spectral mea-
surements during periods of wave action. We noted an increase in re-
flectance of the emulsions over several days of measurements when
they were exposed to wave action. If the oil/water ratio stays the same
and the reflectance level increases, as it did from day 6–8 for a nearly
100% fractional coverage on the water surface, then it is likely that the
water droplets decreased in size to account for increased scattering. The
emulsion's higher reflectance on day 8 (i.e., black curve on Fig. 7),
relative to previous days, is likely caused by an increase in water con-
tent and decrease of water droplet size over time, presumably caused by
longer periods of wave action.

Hypothetically, a decrease in the water droplet size from cumulative
wave sheer action on the emulsion over 8 days, with a relatively stable
oil/water ratio (i.e., 70%–80% water) during periods of wave action,
would increase the cumulative surface area/volume ratio of the

droplets, allowing more contact between water and hydroscopic com-
pounds in the oil. This would increase scattering (higher reflectance),
due to smaller droplet size, while also increasing the emulsion's visc-
osity, allowing the formation of pressure ridges as seen in the photo
(Fig. 7A). The relatively low reflectance of the emulsion on day 6 is due
to calm conditions (no waves in the tank) during the morning and
afternoon that allowed the emulsion to demulsify undisturbed in the
hot sun and become more oil rich (approximately 30%–40% water).
These very thick floating emulsions reached a thickness of up to 8 cm
inside the tank.

3.1. Quad-polarized oil thickness classification

The Cloude-Pottier algorithm was used to calculate the entropy
from RADARSAT-2 quad-polarized images collected on April 25, 2017
(Fig. 8). Comparison of the Cloude-Pottier entropy with UAS and op-
tical high-resolution satellite imagery indicated that the variability of
the entropy was consistent with the variability of the oil properties,
suggesting that the entropy provided a qualitative measure of the oil
characteristics. Specifically, when there was open water and a thin
sheen, the entropy was close to 0, but in the presence of thicker oil due
to, for example, an emulsion, the entropy had higher values. In this
case, the area with the emulsion appears similar to the emulsions cre-
ated on the tank (Fig. 7A), so the increase in entropy could also be a
sign of increasing noise contamination from the instrument. Entropy
equal to 1 indicates either three equal-strength scattering mechanisms
or signal dominated by instrument noise. On the RADARSAT-2 data,
there is only one dominant scattering mechanism over oil-covered area
(both emulsion/non-emulsion), but Entropy is 1 due to low SNR within
the spill. The highest entropy value on Fig. 8 corresponds to artefacts
created by structures (an oil platform on the right of the slick, and a
vertical line south from the slick generated by a large ship).

Another example of the entropy product is shown in Fig. 9, this time
also compared to the UAVSAR (VV) and the RADARSAT-2 (VV) in-
tensity damping ratio, which is calculated for each pixel as the ratio of
the intensity for clean water at the same incidence angle divided by the
pixel's intensity. Damping ratios near 1 indicate clean water or bright
target, and the damping ratio increases as the backscatter intensity
within the slick decreases. Fig. 9 shows a subscene of a RADARSAT-2
fine quad-polarized image acquired over the oil slick around MC20 on
November 17, 2016, at 23:48 UTC. The UAVSAR image was acquired
near simultaneously at 23:50 UTC. As presented by Jones and Holt
(2018), the UAVSAR had been used to identify areas of relatively
thicker or emulsified oil. In the near-simultaneous acquisitions of the
two sensors, we observed the areas where both systems identify oil
extent and thicker oil.

While the detection of the oil slick extent agrees very well on both
RADARSAT-2 and UAVSAR, there are significant differences between
these two sensors and processing routines. Close comparison of the
features detected by the RADARSAT-2 (quadpol entropy and damping
ratio) with those from the UAVSAR damping ratio (Fig. 10) shows the
higher level of detail and better discrimination of the slick from the
surrounding water and the better discrimination of different areas of
emulsions within the slick with UAVSAR. This is mainly due to the
higher signal-to-noise ratio and finer spatial and radiometric resolution
of the UAVSAR instrument. This figure illustrates that the damping
ratio from both an airborne and satellite SAR is useful for distinguishing
different concentrations of thicker oil, albeit with more noisy regions
surrounding the main slick in the satellite image. Also, it appears that
RADARSAT-2, operating in quad-pol mode to measure entropy, is able
to qualitatively distinguish the areas of concentrated emulsions within
the slick, which shows that the noise floor is sufficiently low to measure
sheen without contamination, and thereby to differentiate it from
radar-darker areas, which are also identified by UAVSAR. Given the
rapid product delivery capability from a satellite SAR, this is a sig-
nificant advancement. The damping ratio outputs of both UAVSAR and

Fig. 10. Detailed comparison of Quadpol Entropy product from RADARSAT-2
(A) and Entropy from UAVSAR (B), Damping Ratio UAVSAR (C) and RADAR-
SAT Damping Ratio (D) collected on November 17, 2016, at nearly the same
time.
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RADARSAT-2 are both less noisy than the entropy, and there is a good
agreement between the location of higher damping ratio values and
higher entropy values among the UAVSAR and RADARSAT-2 products.
It is important to point out that it is not possible to compare the range of
values on the products because these values are dependent on sensor
characteristics which in this case are different. The main difference on
this experiment is that one sensor is C-Band (RADARSAT-2) while the
other is L-Band (UAVSAR); however, independently of the sensor
characteristics and range of values, there is a reasonable agreement on
the detection of the thicker oil using the damping ratio and entropy.

The RADARSAT-2 image was acquired at an incidence angle of
approximately 21° while the UAVSAR incidence-angle range is 24°–51°
for the slick. In most SAR systems, the NESZ is best at intermediate
increases and tends to increase at both low and high incidence angles.
Given the reduced backscatter of both the ocean and oil slick returns
with increasing incidence angles, the NESZ may have the most impact
at the highest incidence angles and reduce the quantitative value of the
SAR returns particularly over low backscatter regions. Fig. 10 demon-
strates that both entropy and damping ratio are instrument dependent,
which is expected because the instruments operate at different fre-
quency and have different SNR. It also shows the advantage of having
the alternative for both products as RADARSAT entropy and damping
ratio and UAVSAR damping ratio show the highest contrast between oil
thicknesses. As UAVSAR is a low NESZ instrument, there is low varia-
tion on the oil thickness observable on the entropy product from this
sensor. Only the lowest intensity areas (highest damping ratios) show
high entropy, consistent with noise dominating the derived values of
that parameter.

3.2. Synoptic SAR with optical and multispectral satellites and in situ
measurements

Optical satellite images were collected by WorldView-2 and the
Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer
(ASTER) instrument on NASA's Terra spacecraft (Fig. 11) on the same
day as the RADARSAT-2 images shown in Fig. 8. The WorldView-2
sensor provides a high-resolution panchromatic band and eight (8)
multispectral bands (approximately 1 m resolution): four (4) standard
colors (red, green, blue, and near-infrared 1) and four (4) new bands
(coastal, yellow, red edge, and near-infrared 2), giving full-color images
for enhanced spectral analysis. ASTER provides 3-band multispectral
imagery in the visible and Near Infrared (NIR), with a spatial resolution
of 15 m.

For processing the optical satellite data, we developed an image
classification routine based on a Maximum Likelihood Classification
(MLC) supervised procedure, which is a popular method for classifica-
tion in remote sensing (Foudan et al., 2005; Sunar et al., 2004). MLC
uses a probability density function, i.e., the classifier calculates the
probability that a specific pixel belongs to a specific class. Larger de-
viations from the center point can be allowed in cases where the pixel is
not in the area of a contesting category and is less likely to be allowed
where such competition between classes exists. This procedure involves
identification of areas within the oil slick, based on its measured
characteristics, that one can identify as a common oil type class. In this
case, using the ASTER image, we selected several groups of pixels
within the area of the oil slick guided by the aerial aspect described on
Fig. 1 that would correspond to a Sheen class. In supervised classifi-
cation, training samples are used to identify classes and calculate their
signatures. To get an accurate representative training set of the class,

Fig. 11. Aster (left) and WorldView-2 (right). These two images were captured 11 min apart on April 25, 2017. WorldView-2 image was collected at 17:02 UTC and
ASTER at 16:49 (UTC).

Fig. 12. Maximum Likelihood Classification (MLC)
of ASTER (A) and WorldView (B) images collected
on April 25, 2017. ASTER was classified with one
class: Sheen-Rainbow-Sheens, and WorldView-2 was
classified with three classes: Metallic, Transitional
Dark, and Dark. The yellow box on the WorldView
image defines the region where UAS imagery was
taken at the same time as shown in Fig. 13. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of
this article.)
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we collect training samples as evenly distributed in space as possible,
with the attempt of gathering a fully representative training set of the
whole class. The classification process is sensitive to the range of values
in each spectral channel. This classification analysis assumes that the

band data and the training sample data follow a normal distribution.
The MLC result based on ASTER for the ‘Sheen’ and ‘Thicker’ classes

is shown on Fig. 12 (left). The red line outlines the area in the image
that can be classified as sheen, which covered 40.4 km2. An area of
brighter pixels in the center of the sheen slick corresponds to a thicker
class of oil. The limitation of this two-class output is that all the Me-
tallic, Transitional Dark, and Dark oils all get aggregated into this
thicker class. The higher resolution obtained by the WorldView-2 image
enables the identification of more detail in the area of the thicker oil
than possible using ASTER. Applying the MLC routine to the World-
View-2 image on the area of the thicker oil allows us to repeat the
process on pixels for different thickness classes. Like those classes de-
scribed in Fig. 1, WorldView-2 can be used to extract four classes
(Fig. 12).

The reflectance differences among oil shown in the Fig. 11 optical
images are a result of modulation of surface roughness by thick and thin
oils. The ASTER image (Fig. 12A) is under strong sun glint, with both
thick and thin oil showing positive contrast with nearby clean water.
The smoother the surface, the higher the reflectance contrast between
oil and water under sun glint conditions Jackson and Alpers, 2010. This
agrees well with the MLC results in Fig. 12A, where oil sheens have
significantly lower reflectance than the thicker oil class. The WorldView
image (Fig. 12B) is under weak sun glint conditions, where thin oil
sheens show negative contrast with water and thick oil displays positive
contrast with water Sun and Hu, 2019.

The classification obtained by the MLC routine can be validated
using the UAS aerial observations and direct thickness measurements.
Fig. 13 shows an image with the location of the direct thickness mea-
surements taken by the WM-OST and their thicknesses (in micro-
meters). Fig. 13 also shows an aerial photo collected by the UAS con-
firming the location of the features sampled. The background image on
Fig. 13 is a subset of the WorldView-2 image shown on the previous two
figures.

A total of 26 samples collected by WM-OST measurements ranged
from 5 μm to 320 μm. Based on the location of the measurements col-
lected by the WM-OST, we determined that entropy and damping ratio
values start to go higher on areas of metallic aspect, while transitional-
dark and dark patches would generate an even higher entropy and
damping ratio. The highest value of entropy and damping ratio would
correspond to locations where thickness measurements read more than
200 μm.

4. Discussion

This study combines remote sensing technology from UAS, aerial,
and spacecraft platforms validated by in situ physical and spectral
measurements. The instruments and sensors utilized here are the
highest resolution currently available and were used in a controlled
setting at OHMSETT and in the open water setting of the MC20 site.
Although optical remote sensing at NIR-SWIR wavelengths has been
demonstrated to have capability in detecting oil emulsions on the ocean
surface Clark et al., 2010; Leifer et al., 2012; Svejkovsky et al., 2012,
very few studies have shown similar capacity with SAR. This case study
supports its use in that capacity, expanding beyond the traditional use
of SAR in oil spill remote sensing, where satellite SAR previously has
been regarded as being limited to detecting only the presence or ab-
sence of surface oil rather than oil type (emulsified or not). There is
theoretical support for the observations in this study. Crude oil of any
thickness dampens the short gravity and capillary waves, creating a less
rough water surface and reducing backscatter. In order to create oil
emulsions, oil needs to be exposed to natural weathering processes such
as waves, wind, oxygen, sunlight, and other factors. The time for
emulsification depends on the intensity of the weathering processes. At
OHMSETT, we observed this process by turning on/off the wave gen-
erator in the tank. It was not until the 7th day of the experiment we
observed oil emulsions reaching a level of stabilization similar to what

Fig. 13. The UAS image (over an area defined by yellow box on the Fig. 12
right panel) was taken at the exact same time as the WorldView-2 satellite
image shown as the background image (April 25, 2017, @ 17:02 UTC). The
vessel appears at the center of the images while the crew on board was sampling
the dark patch of oil next to the vessel. Multiple samples were collected at this
site targeting floating oils with different properties and thicknesses. The num-
bers by the green circles correspond to the thickness measurement in micro-
meters obtained using the WM-OST sampler. The oil sample collected at the
time of this UAS-Satellite snapshot is shown in Fig. 14 panel c. (For inter-
pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 14. A): Photo of the floating emulsion as it is sampled by the WM-OST. B):
View of the sampler after being retrieved from the water. C): High-resolution
photo of the oil in the tube for which thickness was measured digitally at 80 μm.
D): Area of sampling about 10 min before sample collection was performed, as
imaged by the thermal IR camera onboard the UAS. The location of the boat at
the time of the sample collection was 28.94N and 88.97W. This real-time UAS
system was utilized to position the boat strategically for the sampling opera-
tions.
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we have observed in the field. The TerraSAR-X SAR image that captured
an image of the OHMSETT tank on July 21, 2016, enabled detection of
differences between crude oil and the area where the emulsions were
concentrated (Figs. 5 and 6). None of the SAR images collected during
this experiment before July 21 could detect emulsions. The results of

this study support the hypothesis that emulsions must be well devel-
oped (i.e., viscous with pressure ridges) before SAR can readily detect
them and show contrast with thinner oil. This result needs to be con-
firmed with a finer spatial resolution, lower noise SAR instrument. The
OHMSETT tank results were limited by the Noise Equivalent Sigma
Zero or NESZ of TerraSAR-X, which is much higher than that of RAD-
ARSAT-2, combined with the fact that the RADARSAT-2 image did not
have sufficient spatial resolution to clearly resolve the oil within the
tank. In the July 21 image, the incidence angle from the TerraSAR-X
antenna at the tank was 21° at the center of the image. The next day, we
obtained another RADARSAT-2 image (Fig. 2 top right) with an in-
cidence angle of 39° in which the oil emulsions were not detected,
possibly due to the reduced backscatter intensity at the larger incidence
angle.

At the MC20 site in the Gulf of Mexico, the entropy output from the
full polarimetic quadpol RADARSAT-2 image was used to qualitatively
detect oil emulsions in areas where other systems can confirm the
presence of thick oil or reduced radar backscatter. A comparison of the
RADARSAT-2 VV and its Entropy to ASTER and WorldView-2 visual
imagery, with all satellite images collected the same day within a few
hours of each other, is shown on Fig. 15. The areas of higher entropy
values (dark spots on Fig. 15-B) agree with the location of the brighter
features observed in ASTER and WorldView-2 true color images. Co-
incidence acquisitions are needed to confirm this in detail at high
spatial resolution, as was done for cross comparison between RADAR-
SAT-2 and UAVSAR (Fig. 10).

By combining the classes obtained by ASTER (sheen) and
WorldView-2 (Metallic, Transitional Dark, and Dark), an integrated
output can be generated and compared against the values of higher
entropy by the quad-pol RADARSAT-2 (Fig. 16). The location of the
thickest oil detected by the MLC routine on ASTER and WorldView-2
agrees with the location of the highest entropy values from the SAR
data. Based on direct observations and the classes obtained by the in-
tegrated model shown on Fig. 12, and consistent with the NOAA-CODE
shown in Fig. 12, we assigned the thickness range of 0.3–1 μm for the
polygon that contained silver and rainbow sheens (whose area covered
more than 37 km2 or 93% of the entire oil slick area), 1 μm–5 μm for the
next thicker class polygon (1.56 km2 or 3.9% of the slick area),
5 μm–20 μm for the next thicker class (0.45 km2 or 1% of the slick),
20 μm–50 μm for the next thicker oil (0.54 km2 or 0.6% of the slick),
and 50 μm–200 μm for the thickest oil detected (0.07 km2 or 0.2% of
the slick) as shown on Fig. 16.

Based on this analysis and by matching the extent of the oil features
on SAR versus visual/multispectral images, we conclude that

Fig. 15. Comparison of A) RADARSAT-2 VV and B) Entropy products against C) ASTER and D) WorldView-2 images collected on April 25, 2017.

Fig. 16. Comparison of oil thicknesses from multispectral data vs entropy de-
rived from RADARSAT-2 satellite.

Table 2
Oil thickness classification of combined classes by ASTER and WorldView-2
images as shown on Fig. 16.

Class Minimum
Thickness
(microns)

Maximum
Thickness
(microns)

Area
Extent

Min
Volume
(m3)

Max
Volume
(m3)

% of Area

Km2

Sheen 0.3 1 37.78 11.33 37.78 94.20%
Rainbow 1 5 1.56 1.56 7.8 3.89%
Metallic 5 20 0.449 2.245 8.98 1.12%
Transition 20 50 0.24 4.8 12 0.60%
Dark 50 200 0.075 3.75 15 0.19%
Total 40.10 23.69 81.56 100%
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RADARSAT SAR-derived entropy values above 0.70 would correspond
to the thicker classes detected by the optical orbital sensors. Therefore,
the high entropy values associated with thick oil emulsions would
correspond to what is called ‘actionable oil’. Using the areal extent of
each class, a total oil volume can be calculated for the full slick
(Table 2). The total calculated volume of floating oil or oil emulsions at
the time of the satellite snapshot, derived from our classification is
estimated to be from 23.7 to 81.6 m3, equivalent to 149 and 513 bar-
rels, respectively. This range is obtained by taking min/max values of
thicknesses for each class. It is important to point out that this volume
calculation only considered the portion of oil that is detected on the
ocean surface at the moment of the satellite snapshot and it does not
account for the evaporated component of the oil or submerged oil. It
also assumes an average thickness over the extent of the given class
(Sheen, Rainbow, Metallic, Transition, Dark) of both un-emulsified or
emulsified oil.

5. Conclusions

Using concurrent field and satellite measurements over the
OHMSETT facility and in the northern Gulf of Mexico, we demonstrated
the capability of satellite SAR measurements for differentiating oil
emulsions from non-emulsified oil. Single-polarized TerraSAR-X was
able to detect the very thick oil emulsions inside the Ohmsett tank when
these emulsions reached a stable state. However, in this detection, it is
not possible to quantify or to discern in a qualitative way the level of
thickness or the emulsification level. In contrast, quad-polarimetry data
from RADARSAT-2 and UAVSAR generated products with which at
least a qualitative thickness classification can be assigned. In general,
both UAVSAR and RADARSAT-2 entropy and VV-intensity damping
ratio products have a very good agreement on the detection of the
thicker oil and emulsions, with the damping ratio being a less noisy
measure. The capacity has been verified from field measurements and
data collected by optical remote sensing satellite sensors. It is expected
that wide application of the methods established here may produce
near real-time results that will help oil spill response and mitigation
efforts and can support oil-associated natural resource injury determi-
nations.

The findings here not only reinforce the proof-of-concept that SAR
may be able to differentiate oil emulsions from other oil slicks but have
significant implications for oil spill response and operational decision
support by providing verifiable and timely information on the location
and magnitude of actionable oil. SAR data provide a qualitative esti-
mate of oil thickness, which has been validated by comparing radar to
optical remote sensing and in situ measurements. We demonstrated the
value of having the entropy from quad-polarimetric data when RAD-
ARSAT-2 data are available to derive qualitative classification of the oil
thickness. The variation between UAVSAR and RADARSAT-2 (both
entropy and damping ratio) also demonstrates that these outputs are
instrument dependent as they both have different frequency bands (L
and C band, respectively) and different NESZ.
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